Introduction
As demonstrated in the fundamental memoir of Hunt [8] , in the study of a general strong Markov process with nice path behavior hitting distributions play a very important role. For standard processes on a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space with the same family of hitting distributions, it is proved by Blumenthal, Getoor and McKean [2] (see also [1] ) that they can be obtained, up to equivalence, from a single process by means of random time change. This suggests that a large part of the theory of Markov processes is intrinsically associated with hitting distributions rather than with transition probabilities. Thus the problem of constructing a process with given hitting distributions is a most natural one. This paper has resulted from an effort to extend the theorems of Knight and Orey [9] and Dawson [5] , which deal with this problem. (The latter treats diffusion processes only.) In [11] we announced a theorem that is more general than the above theorems. All three assume given two ingredients for the construction. One is a family of measures on the state space, assumed to be locally compact second countable Hausdorff, that behave like the hitting distributions of a Markov process for a large class sets and are smooth. Smoothness means in our case that the measures transform continuous functions vanishing at infinity into such functions, which is weaker than that assumed by Knight and Orey and by Dawson in different ways. The other is a function g on the state space, continuous and vanishing at infinity, with g (x) meant to be the expected lifetime of the process starting at each state x. Knight and Orey's condition on g is rather unnatural, while Dawson's and ours involve the fine topology defined from the given hitting distributions. The present result is obtained by first relaxing the condition that g is required to satisfy in our earlier result, and then constructing such a function from the given hitting distributions, which now satisfy a natural transience condition in addition to the original smoothness condition. (The form of the function g is suggested in [9] .) This furnishes a significant extension of our previous theorem. The processes under consideration here are transient; but further extension to the construction of recurrent processes (recurrent in the sense of one-and two-dimensional Brownian motions) with smooth hitting distributions does not seem too difficult, using the theorem of [2] mentioned above.
The problem of constructing a Markov process from hitting distributions also arises in the axiomatic potential theory of Brelot and Bauer. There one is given harmonic functions and therefore harmonic measures on a space, and it is natural to ask when there exists a corresponding Markov process, i.e., a process with the given harmonic measures as hitting distributions. This question has been satisfactorily answered by Meyer [10] , Boboc, Constantinescu and Cornea [-31 , and Hansen [6] . A more general result appears in Hansen [7] (published after a first draft of this paper was submitted). This result is quite close to ours; the main difference between the two is that Hansen allows fewer "regular sets" (our sets in the family (9 appearing in the beginning of Section 1) but assumes stronger smoothness condition on these sets. It should be pointed out that [10, 3, 6 and 7-1 use mainly potential theoretic facts.
Main Results
We consider the one-point compactification K of a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space. Let AsK be the point at infinity, p be a metric on K, and ~ be the a-field of Borel subsets of K. Let the Banach spaces of bounded real-valuedBorel measurable function and real-valued continuous functions on K (with the sup norm) be denoted by ~/~ and ~ respectively, and their subspaces of functions vanishing at A denoted by ~'o and ~o respectively. Let (9 be a base of the topology of K that is closed under the formation of finite unions and finite intersections. Let ~ = {(K -U) u A I U E C } (we Shall almost always write { A } as A). Note that @ is closed under the formation of finite unions and finite intersections.
We shall be involved in constructing Hunt processes on K with A as the death point. Briefly, a Hunt process (O, Xt, P~) is a right continuous strong Markov process satisfying the quasi-left-continuity on [0, ~): if stopping times T, increase to 7;, then X(T,) converge to X(T) almost surely on {T< ~}. For the detailed definition and other relevant facts about Markov processes we refer to [1] . For such a process the (first) hitting time T a of A c K is defined by T a (~) = inf { t ~ 01Xt (co) ~ A } (which has value ~ if Xt(~)sA for no t). Note that this definition is different from the usual one and should be kept in mind in reading the results of this paper. The time Ta of reaching A is the lifetime. If A is Borel (or even analytic), T a is a stopping time, so that for each x in K Px IX(T a)s B; T a < ~ ] defines a measure on (K, ~), which we shall call the hitting distribution of A when the process starts at x.
Let {HD(x, .)]x~K,D~} be a family of measures on (K, ~)). We introduce the following hypotheses:
1) HD(X, ") is a probability measure concentrated on D for every x and D.
2) H D (x, B) is Borel measurable in x for every D and (Borel) B.
3) HD(X, ")=~x('), the unit mass at x, ifx~D. HD(x, ") .
The process in the theorem is not unique (up to equivalence) since the time scale is not prescribed. The next theorem deals with the construction of processes with prescribed time scale as well as prescribed hitting distributions. Let us introduce a new hypothesis:
7) There exists a nonnegative g in cg o such that for any x~K, neighborhood U of x and e > 0, one can find 6 > 0 satisfying the following: 
distribution of any D ~ ~ is H D (x,') and its expected lifetime equals g(x).
Some remarks are in order. (i) Because of hypothesis 1) the space cg o may be replaced by cg in hypothesis 5) (we shall often use this equivalent condition). But we choose to write it this way for the obvious reason that one may think in terms of the corresponding spaces of functions on K-A. (ii) Hypothesis 6) dictates that the process in Theorem 1 be transient, but it is also necessary in a transient process. Because of hypothesis 1) the process in Theorem I must have finite lifetime almost surely starting at any point; thus it also requires the process to be transient. However hypothesis 1) does not imply hypothesis 6); in fact it is easy to construct examples of {HD(x,')} where hypotheses 1) through 5) are satisfied but not hypothesis 6). (iii) Define from the function g in hypotheses 7)
For the process in Theorem 2, this is the expected hitting time of D when the process starts at x. Thus because of the right continuity of the process, (1.1) of hypothesis 7) is clearly a necessary condition in the theorem. (iv) Hypothesis 6) is not stated as a condition in Theorem 2, but is implicit in the other hypotheses as we shall presently see. 
Construction of the Function g
In this section we assume hypotheses 1) through 6) and prove hypothesis 7). Thus Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 2. We note first an immediate consequence of hypothesis 4): for D c D', f~ We shall now define a function g satisfying the conditions in hypothesis 7). Let a k be positive with ~ak< o% and choose Dk~ such that each Dk-A is 
For any x, D, F, HF(X, F--A)> ~ H u (x, dy) Hv(y, F-d).

Proof
Hr(x, F -A) = ~ HD~ f (x, dy) Hy(y, F --A) = j Hv~F(x, dy) HF(y, F-A)+Ho~F(X, F-D
The last expression being greater than g(x) if 52 is sufficiently small, we have arrived at a contradiction. 
(x).
We now sketch the proof of Theorem 2. First we construct a sequence of (strong Markov) jump processes X (") = (X~ "), P~(")) on K satisfying the following conditions: (i) starting at a point x=~ A the process X t") stays there for a random time t according to the distribution 1 -exp(-e. (x) t) (i. e., h. (x) is the expected holding time at x); (ii) then it jumps to a new point y according to the distribution HD(.,x)(x, dy); (iii) with T o denoting the/%th jump (/~ a countable ordinal), we have X(")(T~) converging to X(")(T.) almost surely whenever ekTe; (iv) A is an absorbing point for X ("). From these conditions it is easily shown that the hitting distribution of any DEN. for X (") starting at x is HD(x,.) and its expected lifetime is g(x), for any xeK. While referring the detailed construction of the X ~") to a method in [1 ; Chapter I, w 12], we do the simpler construction of their discrete skeletons (")-(") (') Z -(Z~ , (2x) (it suffices to let e range over countable ordinals less than co ~, where co is the first infinite ordinal and o/~ is the limit of co'), and thereby establish the crucial condition (iii) satisfied by the X ("). Following [5] we shall call the Z (") generalized random walks; they are entirely similar to the ones constructed in that paper.
The above is done in Section 4. In Section 5 we study the convergence of X ("). Let SR (") 2>0} be the resolvent ofX (") on JP{:
where E~ ~ denotes expectation with respect to ~"). Then we show that for f~C~o, -> 0, (') Rz f converges uniformly, and the limit, to be denoted by R ~),~ is in %. show that the finite dimensional distributions of X (") converge weakly to the corresponding ones of X (~) under any common initial distribution, and that the processes X ("), 1 _< n_< oo, satisfy a uniform regularity condition. These two facts allow us to apply a theorem of Skorokhod and prove in Section 7 that the hitting distributions of X ~") converge to the corresponding ones of X ~~ for all D~, which then implies that X (~ has the right hitting distributions for all De@. The other properties of X (~176 are easily established.
Construction of Z (") and X (")
The main work in this section is the construction of a typical generalized random walk Z ("), which is the discrete skeleton of the approximating process X (").
Let (q/,~) be a partition with ~={U 1 .... ,Urn}, C={~ .... ,Vm} such that q/c (9, (q/, "C) c (~, ~//-) and V/= U/-U Uj. Let 
Q(x, B)=HD(~)(x, B), h(x)=gD(x)(x), e(x)= 1/h(x).
Q (x, B) is a Markov kernel (transition probability) on (K, ~). h is strictly positive on K -A and h (A) = 0; on each Vii, h = g(K -u,) ~ A and is thus continuous (in general h is not continuous on K).
Let n denote the ordinal e) ~'. Let ~/C be the product space 1-[ K~ where each K~ ct<z~ is a copy of K; Z~=Z(~), ~<~, be the projections on ~/C: Z~,(w)=w(cQ for w~ ~r ~,~, ~<rc, be the o--field on ~ generated by the Za, fl<~ (with respect to M); _, ~ < 7r, be the o--field on ~/C generated by the Za, fl < ~, and ~ = ~_ ; 0~, c~ < 7~, be the shift operator on "r defined by Za((9~)=Z~+p for all fl<rc. (~+fl is the fl-th ordinal after ~. Note that rc has the property that for 7 <re, ~ +n =re.) We shall define probability measures Q~, xeK, on ~ so that (Z~, Q~) is a (discrete parameter) Markov process on K, i.e., for any x, ~<~, and bounded real ~-measurable ~b /~ {~b (0~) I~} =/~z~) {qS} for Ae~,. Because of (4.1) (for ~gt~(e_=)_-measurable ~b) these extensions are compatible. Hence each Q~ has an extension to ~X~; moreover (4.1) is satisfied if < fl and q5 is ~f~_~-measurable. (4) If Q~ is defined on ~) ~, then again by the p<rc Kolmogorov extension theorem it can be extended to all of ~. Hence in order to obtain the Qx we need only prove (4.3) under the assumption that they have been defined on J~f~_ as probability measures and satisfy (4.1) for ~<fi and ~_~)_-measurable q~ and (4.2) for ~<fl (from here through Proposition4.3 these restrictions will be implicit when we refer to (4.1) and (4.2)). Clearly we may also assume /? is such that /?-c~=/~ (i.e., c~+/~=/~) for all ~</~; for otherwise (4.3) is a trivial consequence of (4.1) and (4.2). The next proposition explains why we need not define Z~ for ~ > ~. It is similar to a result in [5] and the proof is the same. e(A) where (recalling e = 1/h) 2 + e(A~ is interpreted as 0 and the product factor in the integrand is defined to be 1 when c~ = 0 and the infimum of all finite "sub-products" if c~>co. One can show directly that the resolvent equation is satisfied and 112 R a [1 < 1. Also Ra (%) ~ <go and 2 R~ f converges uniformly to f as 2 ~ oo for all feCgo. Consequently there exists a Hunt process on K with A as the death point and with {Rz, 2:>0} as its resolvent on M/o. One then shows that this process is just a process X described above. However, this construction is rather long and therefore we avoid it. The fact Ra(~fo)cCg o is essential in this construction but the proof of it alone is complicated; of course if we should be allowed to use this fact Proposition 5.2 would be immediate from Proposition 5.1 ; however the proof of Proposition 5.2 is much shorter than that of Ro(Cgo)CCd o.
. For any x and F e ~ with F -A closed, H* (x, F -A) <= H e (x, F -A).
Proof. We show by induction
He(x , F-A)>Qx[Z(~e)eF-A; ,v<a]+E~{Hr(Z~,F-
The other construction is an extension of that of [1 ; Chapter I, w 12], which constructs general jump processes stopped after a sequence of jumps. We define first a generalized random walk (Y~)~<~ on the state space K x [0, oo) with one-step transition probability
0, x s<t, P(x, t; dy, ds)= Q( ,dy)e(x)exp[-e(x)(s-t)]ds, s>t
(where e(A)exp [-e(A)(s-t)] ds stands for the unit mass at t), and satisfying the property that if C~kT~ then Y~k---~ Y~ (in the product topology of K x [0, oe)) almost surely given any initial distribution. This latter property follows easily from the corresponding property of (Z~) and Proposition 4.6. Let 2~ be the first component of Y~ and T~ be its second component. By deleting a null set we may assume that if ~ < fl then T~ < Tp, with equality holding only if 2~ = A. Now define ~2~ if T~<=t < T~+l, X, = (A if 2~ = A and T~ < t for some c~ or if T~ < t for all e < lr.
Let Px be the probability measure for the generalized random walk (Y~) starting at (x, 0). Then X = (X t, Px) is the desired jump process. The proof of this fact is a straightforward extension of the argument in [1] and there is no need to give it here (inductions on n are to be replaced by those on ~ and kernels Q~(x, B), 2 > 0, are to be defined for all e < 7c by setting and Q,( , ") to be the weak limit of Q~k(x, .) where ek'~CQ. Also the argument in [1] shows that X is in fact a Hunt process; of course for this the left continuity of (Y~) is needed. Now corresponding to each partition (q/,, ~) chosen in Section 2 there are a generalized random walk Z (") and a jump process X("); X (") satisfies the conditions stated in Section 3 and Z (") is (up to equivalence) the discrete sekeleton of X ("). We may, and we will, assume that the sample space for all the X (") is the following function space O={co: [0, oe)~Klco is right continuous, with left limits on (0, Go) and co(t)=A~co(s)=A for s>t} and X} ") (co) = X t (co) = co (t). (0 t will denote the shifts of (X~) and we shall let Xoo -A and 0~ --con where con (t)-A.) Thus we write X (") = (X z, P~(")). Also by construction the Z (") have the same sample space ~K and Zt~")(w)=Z~(w)=w(cQ, and so we write Z(")=(Z~, Q(x")). The hitting time of AeN for the processes X (") will be The following fact will also be used" for De@,, (4.11)
,< ~ 2 + e,,(Z,) J'
which is obtained from an easy induction (see also (4.7)). 
Convergence of the Processes X (~)
and the same equality holds when k is replaced by n. Now since ~n~k ") )k+lfdoes the same (consider, e.g., the case k= 1: we formly for eachfe~o we establish the following fact, to be used in Section 6.
E~k) ~o f(Xt) dr-E~") Yo f(Xt) dt = E~k) ~o f(Xt) dt-f(y) gD(,, y)(Y) < c E~k){R} ~(k) for all y. Thus we have IR(ok)f(x)-R(o")f(x)]< )__, L x {~ (k) EX(R~ )
[
E~ ) {R~) fl (X(Sk)); X(Sk)e V--A } + Z E~ ) {h (X(Sk)) f~ (X(Sk)); X(Sk)~ K--V}
(n) 2 __ (n) (n) (~o) (n) (oo) ___+ (oo) (oo) . (n) have (R u) f-R u (R u f-R~, f)+R u R u f R u R u f),
Corollary5.4. Let D~ k. For n>k and 2>0 let f,a(x)=E~"){e-4To}= E~){ I] [e,(Z~)/(2 +e,(Z~))]} (see (4.11)). 7hen f~x converges uniformly to a function in c~ as n ~ oo. (Note that s = 1 on D.)
Proof. By considering the processes X ("), n > k, stopped at the first hitting of D we may assume D={A}. Now f~4=1-2R~)f where f= 1K_ a. But R(on)f=g. Hence from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 and successive application of (5.4) we see that R~"3fconverges uniformly to a function in C~o, and the desired fact follows.
Proposition 5.5. For f~Cgo, 2 R([ ~ f converges pointwise to f as 2 ~ oo.
Because of its length, the proof is given a whole section-Section 6.
Corollary 5.6. For f 6Cgo, ).R(z~) f converges uniformly to f as 2 --~ oo.
Proof That this follows from Proposition 5.5 and the fact that {R~ ~176 2>0} is a resolvent on cg o must be well-known: one shows that the closure of the common range R4(Cgo) is cg o using the Hahn-Banach theorem; but then for f in this closure one has the desired convergence. for any feJg and 5[>0 (where E~ ~176 denotes expectation with respect to p~o)); then of course for feC~, R~~176 and --41~(' )c--~I~(~176162 *-z ~ uniformly. We may assume the sample space of X ~~176 is ~2 and so we write X(~176 p~oo)). Let us prove a uniform regularity condition for the X t"3, 1 <_ n < oo. Let E (x, c~) = {YlP (x, y) >= c~}. F~7(A(x,,) .
..L(x, fl--, ~ x
Ex {L( ,,)-..L(K~)} for x e K, 0 < t~ <... < t k, and fl .... , J'~ in cg. We prove by induction. The case k = 1 is already established. We give the induction step for k = 2 as the general case is similar. Write s = t~, t = t 2 -q. Then by the induction hypothesis
I e ZtE~"){f~(X~)f2(X~+,)} dt= y e-Ztdtl ~")[X~edy] fl(y)Pt(")f2(y) 0 0 = ~ Px (') [X~ edy] fl (Y) R~')f2 (Y) --~ Y p(oo) [X~ edy] A (Y) R(z~176 (Y) oO oo = ~ e-Xtdt~~ fl(y) Pt(C~)f2(y) --jf e-ZtE(~176 dt 0 0
since R~')f2 converges uniformly to R(~)f2 and the latter is in ~. Now the fact that {Pt~")f2(y), l_<n<oo, yeK} is equicontinuous implies that the family {E~){fl(X~)f2(X~+~)}, l_<n_<~} of functions oft is equicontinuous. By the above convergence we thus have E(~ ") {f~ (Xs) fz (X~+t)} -~ E~ ~~ {f~ (X~) f2 (X~+~)}.
The proposition is proved.
Pointwise Convergence of XR<z~ for fe~o
We shall now prove Proposition 5.5, which asserts that, for f~C~o, 2R~~
pointwise as 2 ~ ~. To establish this convergence we shall prove the following for the generalized random walks Z ~") = (Z~, Q~")) constructed in Section 4: which has value zero because of (6.1) and the fact c (2)2---, oo as 2-* oo. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of (6.1). For this we need to define a stochastic process in which are imbedded all the generalized random walks Z ("). This is in fact the projective limit process of the sequence of processes Z (") in the sense of Bochner [-41 ; it is entirely similar to the one defined in Dawson [, 51 . Zo=x. Let a.,, e<z:, be the iterates ofa,, i.e., %o=0, a.,~+ 1 =a.,+o-,(0~J, and o-,~ = sup a,~ for a limit ordinal e. Definition. Let ~//~oo = {w ~ ~/~ I Z~ + 1)(w)= Z~ ") (w) for all n > 1, e < r:}; ~ be the a-field on ~/Koo generated by Z(2 ), e < 7:; 5" be the minimal a-field containing all the ~. 7z,: "Woo ~ ~K,, is onto. For each x, since Q(x")(~K.) = 1, Q~)o zr~ 1 defines a probability measure on ~. Now clearly ~c~+:. 
12R(x")f(x)-f(x)l~ E(~")iXe-Ztf(X,)dt-f(x ) + E:'~2e-X'f(X,)dt
QX(A)=Q~)(1r;:(A)), AGSr
The triple Z(~)=(~/U~, 7(") Ox~ where n>_l, c~_<Tr, xeK, is the projective limit process of the sequence Z ("). With a fixed n (~/~oo, Z~ "), QX) is a process equivalent to z ("). The Markov property of the Z (") gives rise to a Markov property of Z(~176 to state it we need to introduce some a-fields.
Definition. For a stopping time on ("#:, Z~), let ~(") be the a-field (on ~/K~) generated by sets of the form (") {Z~ EB, ~<z(")}; ~") be the a-field generated by for any x, where E ~ stands for expectation with respect to QX. This is easily proved from the (strong) Markov property of the Z (n). In order to facilitate understanding of what we do we shall interprete things in terms of the to-be-constructed process. Z (~) is a process that provides all the information about the trajectories of the to-be-constructed process. Thus stopping times of the latter defined from hitting times have a meaning in Z (~), and (6.3) states the strong Markov property at certain such times.
We can now begin the proof of (6.1). Thus we assume D is a fixed set in ~ and x is a fixed point in K-D. Without loss of generality we may assume D~; hence D=D(n, y) for yr and n> 1. In view of(i) above (6.1) is the same as u(x)=0. We now assume u (x) > 0 (6.4) and shall prove that it contradicts hypothesis 7). Because of (ii) of the above 
The proposition follows with e = u(x)/(3-u(x)), which is positive by (6.4).
The proof of the next proposition will take the rest of the section.
Proposition 6.4. gD. (x) + 0.
As soon as this proposition is established, the proof of (6.1) will be complete. For Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 together violate hypothesis 7) with U = K-D and thus show the absurdity of the assumption (6.4). In terms of the to-be-constructed process, that (6.1) implies Proposition 6.4 means that if the process starting at x hits D immediately with positive probability, then it leaves A o immediately with probability one.
Definition. For n > 1 and c~ < rc let ~,~ be the minimum of a,~ and z and define
Just as in Proposition6.1 one shows that {~(n, ct, k), k>n} is a martingale with respect to any Qy, and it is uniformly integrable since ~(n, c~, k)< ~k" Hence Definition. Let ~.--~D. and set The proposition follows since the limit is E(~~ Next we show that H(D~ .)=Ho(x, ") for all x~K and De@, where H~)(x,B)=P(~~176 As in [9] we shall make use of Theorem3.1 of Skorokhod [13] on the family of processes X ("), 1 _< n_< 0o. Note that they have been defined on the same sample space O and with the same random variables X t. Skorokhod's theorem is stated for the case where the time set of the processes in question is [0, 1] . However Stone's method in [14] can be used to extend it to cover our case. Now from Proposition 5.7 the processes X ("), 1 _< n < ~, satisfy the following uniform regularity condition: for any 6 > 0 lim sup sup supP~") [Xz6E(x, 6) 
]=O. c$0 l<n<co O~t<c xeK
This condition is sufficient for applying Skorokhod's theorem, which gives the following: if the finite dimensional distributions of X (") converge weakly to the corresponding ones of X (~~ under the common initial distribution ex (the unit mass at x), then for any bounded real function ~b on f2 that is Jl-continuous except on a subset of P~)-measure zero, we have E~") {~b} --*E~) {~b}. Now Theorem 2 is completely proved except for the uniqueness assertion. But this is easy, since if another Hunt process on K has the same hitting distributions on the sets in ~ and the same expected lifetime as X ~), starting at every x~K, then clearly it has the same resolvent on cg o as X t~), and thus by the uniqueness part of the Hille-Yoshida theorem (see the paragraph following Corollary 5.6) it has the same transition operators on cg o as X t~) and is therefore equivalent to X (~176
